An iPad application to test Colour sensitivity
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Are you **18 years or older**?
Do you like **playing games**?

If you answered **YES**, you may be eligible to participate in our research study about validating an iPad application for colour sensitivity.

There are vision tests available in mobile devices and even we can develop them on portable mobile devices like **iPad** or **iPhone**. However, we do not know whether the results are dependable and comparable with commonly used standard clinical tests.

**Help us** answer the question about the validity of the mobile vision application, by playing iPad games to test your colour sensitivity.

The **procedures** include:
- Brief vision screening
- Assessment of colour sensitivity using **three iPad games** and also using a standard clinical test.

The testing procedures will require approximately **2 hours** for completion.

The participation is purely voluntary.

For more details or to volunteer please contact **Lakshmi Bodduluri, Email:**
l.bodduluri@unsw.edu.au

**CONTACT: 04 5209 4099.**